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Abstract. Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) characterized by the
3D spine deformity affects about 4% schoolchildren worldwide. One of
the prominent theories of the etiopathogenesis of AIS was proposed to
be the poor postural balance control due to the impaired vestibular func-
tion. Thus, the morphometry of the vestibular system (VS) is of great
importance for studying AIS. The VS is a genus-3 structure situated in
the inner ear and consists of three semicircular canals lying perpendicular
to each other. The high-genus topology of the surface poses great chal-
lenge for shape analysis. In this work, we propose an effective method to
analyze shapes of high-genus surfaces by considering their geodesic spec-
tra. The key is to compute the canonical hyperbolic geodesic loops of
the surface, using the Ricci flow method. The Fuchsian group generators
are then computed which can be used to determine the geodesic spectra.
The geodesic spectra effectively measure shape differences between high-
genus surfaces up to the hyperbolic isometry. We applied the proposed
algorithm to the VS of 12 normal and 15 AIS subjects. Experimental re-
sults show the effectiveness of our algorithm and reveal statistical shape
difference in the VS between right-thoracic AIS and normal subjects.

1 Introduction

Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) is a 3D spinal deformity which affects
about 4% schoolchildren worldwide. It is believed to be a multi-factorial disease.
The right-thoracic curve is the most typical type of AIS. The current treatment of
AIS is still unsatisfactory because the etiopathogenesis remains unclear. AIS pa-
tients had a significantly higher mean body sway compared with healthy controls
when their visual and somatosensory systems were simultaneously challenged [3].
It has been proposed that the altered processing of vestibular information might
contribute to the etiology of AIS [11]. Based on the findings of abnormal pos-
tural balance control in AIS [3, 9, 11, 21], one of the prominent theories of the
etiopathogenesis of AIS was proposed to be the poor postural balance control
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due to the impaired vestibular function [22]. The vestibular system (VS) is re-
sponsible for perception of head movements and sending postural signals to the
brain. The important role of the vestibular system in the development of idio-
pathic scoliosis was manifested by an animal study using the frog model [14].
Recently, some preliminary results have also revealed the statistical difference
in global morphology of the VS between right-thoracic AIS and normal controls
[20]. The shape of the central contour of each canal for the VS surfaces has also
been studied [2]. However, the complete geometry of the surface has not been
fully analyzed. Thus, the morphometry of the VS is of great importance for un-
derstanding AIS. The VS is a genus-3 structure situated in the inner ear and
consists of three semicircular canals lying perpendicular to each other, see Figure
1 (a). Because of the high-genus topology of the VS, it poses great challenge for
shape analysis. This motivates us to propose a stable algorithm to study the VS
systematically by making full use of rigorous structural features.

A lot of works have been done on shape analysis for anatomical structures.
For example, Dale et al. [6] proposed a surface-based methods for studying the
structural features of brain; Ashburner et al. proposed a deformation-based mor-
phometry for studying the 2D or 3D local displacement vector fields in brain
volume or shape [1], Pizer et al. [15] proposed to measure shape differences by
medial representations (M-reps); Davies et al. [7] developed an algorithm for
shape discrimination in the hippocampus using the minimum description length
(MDL) models; Chung et al. [5] proposed a tensor-based morphometry for exam-
ining spatial derivatives of deformation maps using spherical harmonic represen-
tation. Reuter et al. [17, 16] presented Laplace-Beltrami spectra as shape DNA
for statistical shape analysis. These methods provide a good way for analyzing
anatomical shapes, but they generally cannot deal with high-genus structures.

In this work, we propose an effective algorithm for shape analysis of high-
genus surfaces by considering their geodesic spectra. Under the hyperbolic met-
ric, one can find the shortest geodesic loop in each homotopy class of the surface,
and the lengths of such geodesic loops form the geodesic spectrum. The geodesic
spectrum determine the structure of a high-genus surface up to hyperbolic isom-
etry. To compute the geodesic spectrum, the basic idea is to compute the hy-
perbolic metric using the Ricci flow method. Ricci flow was first introduced by
Hamilton [10] and later it was generalized to the discrete case [4]. Zeng et al.
[23] applied the surface Ricci flow method to study general 3D shape matching
and registration. Recently, Jin et al. [13] introduced the Teichmüller shape space
to index and compare general surfaces with various topologies, geometries and
resolutions. After the hyperbolic metric is computed, we can compute the Fuch-
sian group generators which can be used to determine the geodesic spectrum.
The method is rigorous and practical. Experimental results on 12 normal and 15
AIS subjects show the effectiveness of our algorithm and reveal statistical shape
difference in the VS between the normal and unhealthy groups.
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Fig. 1. Computing the hyperbolic metric for a vestibular system (VS) surface. (a) The
VS is of genus-3 and consists of 3 semicircular canals lying perpendicular to each other:
the lateral canal with (a1, b1), the superior canal with (a2, b2) and the posterior canal
with (a3, b3), where {a1, b1, a2, b2, a3, b3} are the homotopy group generators. (b) The
fundamental domain embedded in the hyperbolic space, the Poincaré disk. (c) The
finite portion of the universal covering space (UCS). Different fundamental domains
are encoded in different colors.

2 Theoretic Background

This section briefly introduces the background knowledge of conformal geometry,
and the basic concepts of algebraic topology and hyperbolic geometry. For more
details, we refer readers to the classical textbooks [18] and [19].

2.1 Fundamental Group and Universal Covering Space

Let S be a topological surface with a base point q. All loops through q are classi-
fied by homotopic relations. All homotopy equivalence classes form the homotopy
group or fundamental group �1(S, q), where the product is defined as the concate-
nation of two loops through their common base point. For a genus g closed sur-
face, one can find canonical homotopy group generators {a1, b1, a2, b2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ag, bg},
such that ak only intersects bk once. Then the fundamental group is represented
as < a1, b1, a2, b2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , ag, bg∣a1b1a

−1

1
b−1

1
a2b2a

−1

2
b−1

2
⋅ ⋅ ⋅agbga

−1

g b−1

g = e >.

A covering space of S is a space S̃ together with a continuous surjective
map ℎ : S̃ → S, such that for every p ∈ S there exists an open neighborhood
U of p, ℎ−1(U) is a disjoint union of open sets in S̃, each of which is mapped
homeomorphically onto U by ℎ. The map ℎ is called the covering map. The
universal covering space (UCS) is simply connected. A deck transformation of a
cover ℎ : S̃ → S is a homeomorphism f : S̃ → S̃ such that ℎ ∘ f = ℎ. All deck
transformations form the so-called deck transformation group. A fundamental
domain of S is a simply connected domain, which intersects each orbit of the
deck transformation group only once. Figure 1 shows a fundamental domain
and a finite portion of the universal covering space of a genus-3 surface. The
canonical homotopy group basis are computed using the algorithm in [8].
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2.2 Hyperbolic Uniformization and Ricci Flow

Two Riemannian metrics are conformal, if they differ by a scalar function. If any
surface admits a conformal Riemannian metric of constant Gaussian curvature,
such metric is called the uniformization metric. The uniformization metric for
a genus g > 1 surface induces −1 Gaussian curvature [10], which is called the
hyperbolic metric of the surface. The hyperbolic metric can be computed by the
Ricci flow method. Intuitively, a surface Ricci flow is a process to deform the
Riemannian metric of the surface, in proportion to Gaussian curvatures, such
that the curvature evolves in the same manner as heat diffusion:

dgij
dt

= −2Kgij +
�(S)

A
,

where K is the Gaussian curvature induced by the metric g(t), A is the area
of the surface. For closed surfaces with non-positive Euler numbers, Hamilton
proved the convergence of Ricci flow in [10].

The universal covering space of S with the hyperbolic metric can be isomet-
rically embedded in the hyperbolic space ℍ

2, here we use Poincaré disk model.
All the deck transformations are Möbius transformation, called Fuchsian trans-
formation. The deck transformation group is called the Fuchsian group of S.

2.3 Geodesic Spectrum

Each homotopy class has a unique closed geodesic under the hyperbolic metric.
The lengths of all such geodesics form the geodesic spectrum of the surface.
Geodesic spectrum determines the hyperbolic metric completely.

Theorem 1 (Geodesic Spectrum). Suppose (S1,g1) and (S2,g2) are sur-
faces with hyperbolic metrics. Let f : S1 → S2 be a diffeomorphism, such
that for each homotopy class [] ∈ �1(S1, p), it is mapped to a homotopy class
[f()] ∈ �1(S2, f(p)). If the length of the geodesic in [] equals to the length of
the geodesic in [f()], for all homotopy classes, then f is an isometry.

Each homotopy class corresponds to a unique Fuchsian transformation. The
length of the unique geodesic in the class can be explicitly computed by the cor-
responding Fuchsian transformation. If two surfaces are conformal equivalent,
f : (S1,g1) → (S2,g2) is the conformal mapping. Then under their uniformiza-
tion hyperbolic metrics, f : (S1, g̃1) → (S2, g̃2) is an isometry. Therefore, the
two surfaces have the same hyperbolic geodesic spectrum. Geodesic spectrum is
the key to measure the similarity of the conformal structures of the high-genus
surfaces.

In the above, the notations g, g, and gij are used to denote the concepts of
surface genus, Riemannian metric and component of metric tensor, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Computing the geodesic loops for each homotopy class of a VS surface. (a) The
unique geodesic loop in the homotopy class [a1] is the axis of the Möbius transformation
�1 on UCS, which is a circular arc orthogonal to the unit circle on the Poincaré disk.
(b) All the geodesics loops form the homotopy group basis on the Poincaré disk. (c)
The geodesic loops on the original surface. (d) The geodesic loops in ℝ

3.

3 Algorithms

The main goal of our algorithm is to compute the hyperbolic geodesic spectrum
of a high-genus closed surface for shape analysis. The pipeline is as follows: 1)
canonical homotopy group generators [8], 2) hyperbolic metric with Ricci flow,
3) Fuchsian group generators, and 4) geodesic spectrum.

Discrete Hyperbolic Ricci Flow The computation of the hyperbolic metric
on a triangular mesh is based on the discrete hyperbolic Ricci flow. We will
briefly describe the algorithm on triangular mesh. Details can be found in [4]
and [12].

1. Assign a circle at vertex vi with radius ri; For each edge [vi, vj ], two circles
intersect at an angle �ij , called edge weight.

2. The edge length lij of [vi, vj ] is determined by the hyperbolic cosine law,

cosh lij = cosh ri cosh rj + sinh ri sinh rj cos�ij .

3. The angle �jki , related to each corner i∠
k
j , is determined by the current edge

lengths with the inverse hyperbolic cosine law.
4. Compute the discrete Gaussian curvature Ki of each vertex vi :

Ki =

{

2� −
∑

fijk∈F �jki , interior vertex

� −
∑

fijk∈F �jki , boundary vertex

where �jki represents the corner angle attached to vertex vi in the face fijk.
5. Update the radius ri of each vertex vi: ri = ri − �Ki sinh ri.
6. Repeat the step 2 through 5, until ∥Ki∥ of all vertices are less than the

user-specified error tolerance.
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Computing Fuchsian Group Generators The Fuchsian group generators
are obtained in the following way:

1. Slice M open along a set of canonical homology basis a1, b1, a
−1

1
, b−1

1
, a2,

b2, a
−1

2
, b−1

2
to form the fundamental domain M̄ . See Figure 1(a).

2. Embed the fundamental domain of M into Poincaré disk with boundary
segments ∂M̄ = a1b1a

−1

1
b−1

1
a3b3a

−1

3
b−1

3
. See Figure 1(b).

3. Compute the unique Möbius transformation (hyperbolic rigid motion) that
maps ai to a−1

i on M̄ , which is �i; compute �j which maps b−1

j to bj .

Then we get the canonical Fuchsian group generators {�1, �1, �2, �2, �3, �3}.
Figure 1(c) shows a finite portion of the universal covering space of a genus-3
VS surface embedded in the Poincaré disk. Different fundamental domains are
encoded by different colors.

Computing Geodesic Spectrum The fundamental group generators are {a1,
b1, a2, b2, a3, b3}. Any homotopy class is represented as a word in �1(S, q),
w = !1!2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅!n, the corresponding Fuchsian transformation is given by � =
�1�2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ �n, where !j is replaced by �j . If !j equals a±1

k (or b±1

k ), then �j is �±1

k

(or �±1

k ). Then we use the upper half plane model of ℍ2. � is the product of the
matrices of �j . The length of the unique geodesic loop in the class of w is given
by the trace of the matrix representation of � ,

2 cosh(
l

2
) = trace(�).

Therefore, the geodesic spectrum can be efficiently computed in an explicit form.
Figure 2 visualizes the computing process of the geodesic loops for canonical
homotopy group generators.

4 Experiments

Subjects and image acquisition 15 girls with right-thoracic AIS (mean age 15
years old; mean Cobb’s angle 27.27 degrees) and 12 age-matched healthy girls
participated in this study. All participants in this study underwent a T2-weighted
MRI scanning of the inner ear using 1.5T MR Scanner (Sonata, Siemens, Er-
langen, Germany) with a quadrature head coil. High-spatial resolution anatomic
imaging was performed with a 3D constructive interference steady state (CISS)
sequence with TR = 11.94msec, TE = 5.97msec, flip angle=70 degrees, FOV =
130mm, slice thickness = 1mm, no gap, matrix = 320×288, number of excita-
tion = 1. The sequence yielded high quality T2-weighted images with the voxel
size of 0.5× 0.4× 1.0mm3. After on-site image interpolation, the voxel size was
adjusted to 0.2× 0.2× 1.0mm3.

Segmentation of the vestibular system 3D segmentation of vestibular system
from T2-MRI in this study was achieved by a tailor-made pipeline proposed in
[20]. Triangle mesh of the vestibular system was constructed using the marching
cube algorithm. As it was found that the left-side vestibular system is abnormal
in AIS compared to normal controls, in this study, our analysis is focused on the
left-side vestibular system.
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Computation of geodesic spectrum The geodesic spectrum is intrinsic to the
surface geometry and invariant to the triangulation resolution of the mesh. The
algorithms are tested on a laptop with 2.0GHz CPU and 3.0GBRAM. The genus-
3 VS surfaces are with 50k triangles. The computation of hyperbolic metric based
on Ricci flow took 20 seconds; the computation for Fuchsian group generators
and geodesic spectrum took 5 seconds. The whole pipeline is fully automatic
without any human intervention.

(a) box plot of a1 (b) box plot of a2 (c) box plot of a3

(d) box plot of b1 (e) box plot of b2 (f) box plot of b3

Fig. 3. Distribution of geodesic spectra for the normal and AIS groups.

Geodesic spectrum for shape analysis We have done statistical analysis to study
the structural difference of VS surfaces between the normal and AIS groups. The
geodesic spectrum (ai, bi)

3

i=1
on each VS surface from the normal and AIS groups

are computed. The statistical difference in the geodesic spectra between groups
are evaluated using t tests. The box plot of ai’s and bi’s are plotted in Figure
3, which shows the distribution of the geodesic spectra of each group. The AIS
group tends to have higher ai’s and smaller bi’s. Intuitively, a higher ai means a
longer canal whereas a smaller bi means a thinner canal. The shape difference in
lateral canal (a1, b1) between two groups tends to be more statistically significant
with P-value < 0.05. In particular, the AIS group tends to have smaller b1 and
b2 with high statistical significance. It means the lateral and superior canals are
generally thinner for AIS subjects. We also studied the difference in shape index
using different combination of ai and bi between groups, and their statistics are
shown in Table 1. The ratio a1/b1 tends to be larger in the AIS group with
high statistical significance (P = 0.0338). It means the conformal modules of the
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lateral canal are significantly different. This implies once again that the shape
in the lateral canal tends to be significantly different between the two groups.

Table 1. Statistics on geodesic spectra between the normal and AIS groups.

Combination Mean(Normal) Mean(AIS) P-value

b1 + b2 + b3 6.7164 ± 0.1103 6.6091 ± 0.0641 0.0040
a1 + a2 + a3 41.8930 ± 4.1591 45.7500 ± 5.5327 0.0563

a1 + b1 + a2 + b2 + a3 + b3 48.6094 ± 4.0848 52.3591 ± 5.4889 0.0603
a1/b1 3.5514 ± 0.6145 4.0070 ± 0.4397 0.0338
a2/b2 6.5982 ± 0.8969 7.4461 ± 1.2299 0.0568
a3/b3 8.8719 ± 1.0674 9.5539 ± 1.5345 0.2036

5 Conclusion

We present a rigorous algorithm which compute the global feature, called the
geodesic spectrum, for analyzing high-genus shapes. The key is to compute the
canonical hyperbolic geodesic loops of the surface, using the Ricci flow method.
The experiments on the morphometry study of the vestibular system (VS) of 12
normal and 15 AIS subjects show the effectiveness of our algorithm and reveal
statistical shape difference in the VS between right-thoracic AIS and normal
subjects. The performance demonstrates the great potential for AIS disease de-
tection. In general, our proposed model is stable and can be applied to shape
analysis for general anatomical structures of any genus.
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